Discussion Theme 9: How to Manage UNISON
Presenter: Ji Hyun Park (Korea)
We discussed …

- Short presentations of each country
- “How to improve UNISON-Local” [Q&A]
- “What do you want to do in UNISON Global?” [Q&A]
- We made documentation of UNISON Global(1st Draft)
- Road Map(1st Draft)
Short presentations

Peru
Ghana
Korea
Japan
About event management, fund of organizations...
• Vision of UNISON–global
  • Activate space developments in Cooperation and Competition of UNISON of all regions.
  • Challenge international missions we can not achieve alone.
Road Map (1st Draft)

Management

- Carry out Online MTG regularly
  (in this year: December)
- Admin structure of UNISON Global
- Management of the next UNISON–Global
  (UNISON–Local help to this planning)
- Making Homepage of UNISON Global
Road Map (1st Draft)

Actual Project

- Short term project
  - Korean students join to Cansat Competition of Noshiro Space Event.
  - In 2016, we will make mission accomplish.

- Long term project
  - We will use space technology to solve global problem.
Road Map (1st Draft)

Logistics

- Management tools

Discuss good solution to communicate each others

- Documentation
  - Database
Next meeting!

• 2014 December 27, Time TBD: SKYPE